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Abstract. In this paper, the convergence of Mann iterative process with errors for generalized
Lipschitz ˚ -quasi-accretive operators is proved in uniformly smooth Banach spaces. Our results
improve the corresponding results of Chidume et al.[2].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let E be a real Banach space and E be its dual space. The normalized duality
mapping J WE! 2E is defined by
J.x/D ff 2E W< x;f >D kxk2 D kf k2g;
for all x 2E, where < ; > denotes the generalized duality pairing. It is well known
that
(1) If E is a smooth Banach space, then the mapping J is single-valued.
(2) J.˛x/D ˛J.x/ for all x 2E and ˛ 2 <.
(3) If E is a uniformly smooth Banach space, then the mapping J is uniformly
continuous on any bounded subset of E(see [1] and [3]).
In the sequel, we denote the single-valued normalized duality mapping by j .
Definition 1 ([2]). Let T WE!E be an operator. T is said to be strongly accretive
if there is a positive constant k 2 .0;1/ such that for every x;y 2 E, there exists
j.x y/ 2 J.x y/ such that
< T x Ty;j.x y/ > kkx yk2: (1.1)
Let  denote the class of all strictly increasing continuous function f W Œ0;C1/!
Œ0;C1/ with f .0/ D 0. Given  2  , we say that T is -strongly accretive if for
each x;y 2E, there exists j.x y/ 2 J.x y/ such that
< T x Ty;j.x y/ > .kx yk/kx yk: (1.2)
c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Further, let ˚ 2  , T is called ˚ -accretive if there exists j.x y/ 2 J.x y/, such
that the inequality
< T x Ty;j.x y/ > ˚.kx yk/ (1.3)
holds for all x;y 2E.
It is shown that the class of ˚ -accretive operators not only properly includes the
class of -strongly accretive operators, but also that of strongly accretive operat-
ors. Let N.T / D fx 2 E W T x D 0g ¤ ¿. If the above inequalities (1.1), (1.2) and
(1.3) hold for any x 2 E and y 2 N.T /, then the corresponding operator T is called
strongly quasi-accretive, -strongly quasi-accretive and ˚ -quasi-accretive, respect-
ively. Closely related to the class of accretive operators is that of pseudocontractive
types.
Let F.T / D fx 2 E W T x D xg ¤ ¿. A mapping T W E ! E is called strongly
hemi-contractive, -strongly hemi-contractive and ˚ -hemi-contractive if and only if
I  T is strongly quasi-accretive, -strongly quasi-accretive and ˚ -quasi-accretive,
respectively. Here I denotes the identity mapping of E.
Definition 2 (see [7]). For arbitrary given x0 2 E, Mann iterative process with
errors fxng1nD0 defined by
xnC1 D .1 an  cn/xnCanT xnC cnun;n 0; (1.4)
where fung is any bounded sequence in E; fang and fcng are two real sequences in
Œ0;1 satisfying anC cn  1 for any n 0.
Definition 3 (see [8, 9]). A mapping T WE!E is called generalized Lipschitz if
there exists a constant L> 0 such that
kT x Tyk  L.1Ckx yk/
for all x;y 2E.
Recently, C. E. Chidume and C. O. Chidume [2] established an approximation
theorem for the zeros of generalized Lipschitz ˚ -quasi-accretive operators. Their
result is as follows.
Chidume’s Theorem. LetE be a uniformly smooth real Banach space andA WE!
E be a mapping with N.A/¤ ¿. Suppose A is a generalized Lipschitz generalized
˚ -quasi-accretive mapping. Let fang;fbng and fcng be real sequences in Œ0;1 satis-
fying the following conditions: (i) anCbnC cn D 1; (ii) ˙1nD0.bnC cn/D1; (iii)
˙1nD0cn <1; (iv) limn!1 bn D 0. Let fxng be generated iteratively from arbitrary
x0 2E by,
xnC1 D anxnCbnSxnC cnun;n 0;
where S W E! E is defined by Sx WD f Cx Ax;8x 2 E and fung is an arbitrary
bounded sequence in E. Then, there exists 0 2 < such that if bnCcn  0;8n 0,
the sequence fxng converges strongly to the unique solution of the equation AuD 0.
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This result improves a lot of recent contributions in the area. However, there exists
a gap in its provided proof. Precisely, cn D minf 4ˇ ; 12˚. 2/˛ng does not holds in
line 14 of Claim 2 of page 248, i.e., cn  12˚. 2/˛n is a wrong case, and it was
applied to the formula of line 3rd of page 249.
Example 1. Setting the iteration parameters: an D 1 bn  cn, where
fbng1nD0 W b0 D b1 D 0;bn D 1n ;n 2.
fcng1nD0 W 0; 1p12 ;
1
22
; 1
32
; 1p
42
; 1
52
;    ; 1
82
; 1p
92
; 1
102
;    ; 1
152
; 1p
162
; 1
172
;    :
Then ˙1nD0cn <C1, but cn ¤ o.bnC cn/. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 3.1 of
[2] is incorrect.
The aim of this paper is to establish a convergence result relative to the Mann iter-
ation with errors for generalized Lipschitz ˚ -quasi-accretive operators in uniformly
smooth real Banach spaces. The following auxiliary facts will be needed.
Lemma 1 (see [3]). Let E be a uniformly smooth real Banach space and let J W
E! 2E be a normalized duality mapping. Then
kxCyk2  kxk2C2 < y;J.xCy/ >
for all x;y 2E.
Lemma 2 (see [6]). Let fng1nD0 be a nonnegative real numbers sequence satis-
fying the condition
nC1  .1 n/nCo.n/;n 0;
where n 2 Œ0;1 with ˙1nD0n D1. Then n! 0 as n!1.
2. RESULTS
Theorem 1. Let E be an arbitrary uniformly smooth real Banach space and T W
E! E be a generalized Lipschitz ˚ -quasi-accretive operator with N.T /¤¿. Let
fang;fcng be two real numbers sequences in Œ0;1 and satisfy the conditions (i) anC
cn  1; (ii) an; cn! 0 as n!1 and cn D o.an/; (iii) ˙1nD0an D1. For some
x0 2E, let fung be any bounded sequence and fxng be Mann iterative sequence with
errors defined by
xnC1 D .1 an  cn/xnCanSxnC cnun;n 0; (2.1)
where S W E ! E is defined by Sx D x T x for any x 2 E. Then sequence fxng
converges strongly to the unique solution of the equation T x D 0.
Proof. Let q 2N.T /, that is q 2F.S/. Since T WE!E is a generalized Lipschitz
˚ -quasi-accretive operator, then S is a generalized Lipschitz ˚ -hemi-contractive,
i.e., there exists ˚ 2  such that
< Sx Sq;J.x q/ > kx qk2 ˚.kx qk/;
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and
kSx Syk  L.1Ckx yk/
for any x;y 2E.
Step 1: There exists x0 2D and x0 ¤ Sx0 such that
r0 D kx0 Sx0k  kx0 qk 2R.˚/:
Indeed, if ˚.r/!C1 as r !C1, then r0 2R.˚/; if supf˚.r/ W r 2 Œ0;C1/g D
r1 < C1, then for q 2 E, there exists a sequence fwng in E such that wn! q as
n!1 with wn ¤ q. Furthermore, we obtain that fwn Swng is bounded. Hence
there exists a natural number n0 such that kwn Swnk  kwn  qk < r12 for n  n0,
then we renew define x0 D wn0 and kx0 Sx0k  kx0 qk 2R.˚/.
Step 2: For any n 0, fxng is bounded.
Setting RD ˚ 1.r0/, then from Definition 2, we obtain that kx0 qk R: Denote
B1 D fx 2D W kx qk Rg;B2 D fx 2D W kx qk  2Rg:
Since S is generalized Lipschitz, so S is bounded. Let
M D sup
x2B2
fkSx qkC1gC sup
n
fkun qkg:
Next, we want to prove that xn 2 B1. If n D 0, then x0 2 B1. Now assume that it
holds for some n, i.e., xn 2 B1. We prove that xnC1 2 B1. Suppose it is not the
case, then kxnC1  qk > R. Since J is uniformly continuous on bounded subset of
E, then for 0 D ˚.
R
2
/
4ŒLC.1CL/R , there exists ı > 0 such that kJx   Jyk <  when
kx yk< ı;8x;y 2 B2. Now denote
0 Dminf R
2M
;
˚.R
2
/
8R.M C2R/;
ı
2.M C2R/;
RCL.1CR/
2.M CR/ g:
Since an; cn! 0 as n!1, without loss of generality, we assume that 0 an; cn 
0 for any n 0. Since cn D o.an/, denote cn < an0. So we have
kun xnk  kxn qkCkun qk RCM; (2.2)
kxn Sxnk  LC .1CL/kxn qk  LC .1CL/R; (2.3)
kxn qk  kxnC1 qk ankSxn qk  cnkun qk> R
2
; (2.4)
kxnC1 qk  .1 an  cn/kxn qkCankSxn qkC cnkun qk
RC 0M  2R; (2.5)
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and
k.xnC1 q/  .xn q/k  ankSxn xnkC cnkun xnk
 an.kSxn qkCkxn qk/
C cn.kun qkCkxn qk/
 0.M C2R/
< ı:
(2.6)
So
kJ.xnC1 q/ J.xn q/k< 0:
Using Lemma 1 and above formulas, we obtain
kxnC1 qk2  kxn qk2C2an < Sxn xn;J.xnC1 q/ >
C2cn < un xn;J.xnC1 q/ >
 kxn qk2 2an˚.kxn qk/C2ankxn Sxnk
 kJ.xnC1 q/ J.xn q/k
C2cnkun xnk  kxnC1 qk
R2 2an˚.R
2
/C2an.LC .1CL/R/0
C4an0.M CR/R
R2;
(2.7)
which is a contradiction. Hence xnC1 2 B1, i.e., fxng is a bounded sequence.
Step 3: We want to prove that kxn qk! 0 as n!1.
Setting
M1 D sup
n
kxn qkC sup
n
kun qk:
Since an; cn! 0 as n!1, then
k.xnC1 q/  .xn q/k! 0:
Hence
kJ.xnC1 q/ J.xn q/k! 0
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as n!1. From (2.7), we have
kxnC1 qk2  kxn qk2 2an˚.kxn qk/
C2ankxn Sxnk  kJ.xnC1 q/ J.xn q/k
C2cnkun xnk  kxnC1 qk
 kxn qk2 2an˚.kxn qk/
C2anŒ.1CL/kxn qkCLAn
C2cnkun xnk  kxnC1 qk
 kxn qk2 2an˚.kxn qk/
CanAn.1CL/kxn qk2CanAn.1CL/
C2anLAnC4cnM 21
 kxn qk2 2an˚.kxn qk/
CanAn.1CL//M 21 CanAn.1C3L/C4cnM 21
D kxn qk2 2an˚.kxn qk/CCn
D kxn qk2C2anŒBn ˚.kxn qk/;
(2.8)
where
An D kJ.xnC1 q/ J.xn q/k; Bn D Cn
2an
;
Cn D anAn.1CL//M 21 CanAn.1C3L/C4cnM 21 :
Letting infn0 ˚.kxn qk/1CkxnC1 qk2 D , then  D 0. If it is not the case, we assume that
 > 0. Let 0 <  <minf1;g, then ˚.kxn qk/
1CkxnC1 qk2   , i.e.,
˚.kxn qk/ CkxnC1 qk2  kxnC1 qk2:
Thus, from (2.8) that
kxnC1 qk2  kxn qk2C2an.Bn kxnC1 qk2/; (2.9)
which implies that
kxnC1 qk2  11C2an kxn qk2C 2anBn1C2an
D .1  2an
1C2an /kxn qk2C 2anBn1C2an :
(2.10)
Let n D kxn qk2;n D 2an1C2an ;n D 2anBn1C2an . Then we get that
nC1  .1 n/nCn:
Applying Lemma 2, then n ! 0 as n!1. Thus  D 0, it is a contradiction.
Therefore, there exists an infinite subsequence such that
˚.kxni qk/
1CkxniC1 qk2
! 0 as i !
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1. Since 0  ˚.kxni qk/
1CM21
 ˚.kxni qk/
1CkxniC1 qk2
, then ˚.kxni   qk/! 0 as i !1. By
the strictly increasing and continuity of ˚ , we get kxni  qk! 0 as i!1. Next we
prove kxn qk! 0 as n!1. Let 8" 2 .0;1/, there exists ni0 such that kxni  qk<
;an; cn <

8M1
;Bn <
1
2
˚. 
2
/, for any ni ;n  ni0 . First, we prove kxniC1 qk < .
Suppose that it is not this case, then kxniC1 qk  . By Definition 2, we estimate
the following formula:
kxni  qk  kxniC1 qk anikSxni  xnik  cnikuni  xnik
>  ani ŒkSxni  qkCkxni  qk  cni Œkuni  qkCkxni  qk
   .bni C cni /2M1
>

2
:
(2.11)
Since ˚ is strictly increasing, (2.11) leads to
˚.kxni  qk/ ˚.

2
/:
From (2.8), we have
kxniC1 qk2  kxni  qk2C2ani ŒBni  ˚.kxni  qk/
< 2C2ani Œ
1
2
˚.

2
/ ˚.
2
/
 2;
(2.12)
which is a contradiction. Thus kxniC1   qk < . Suppose that kxniCm   qk < 
holds. Repeating the above course, we can easily show that kxniCmC1   qk < 
holds. Therefore, we obtain that kxniCm qk <  for any positive integer m, which
means kxn qk! 0 as n!1. This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. In above theorem we assume a condition to have N.T /¤ ¿ for gen-
eralized Lipschitz ˚ -quasi-accretive operator. However before presenting the main
results, we note that this assumption is not necessary in [4] and [5]. The reason is
that for Lipschitz or continuous ˚ -accretive operators we have N.T / ¤ ¿, but for
a generalized Lipschitz mapping it can not be assumed that it must be Lipschitz or
continuous, which means that N.T / may be empty. For this, we add a sufficient con-
dition. Therefore our Theorem 1 includes the past results of [4] and [5] which are
known as the existence theorems for Lipschitz or continuous ˚ -accretive operators
and which are special cases of our Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of uniformly smooth real
Banach space E, and T WD!D a generalized Lipschitz ˚ -hemi-contractive map-
ping with q 2 F.T / ¤ ¿. Let fang;fcng be real sequences in Œ0;1 and satisfy the
conditions (i) anCcn 1; (ii) an! 0 as n!1; (iii)˙1nD0anD1; (iv)cnD o.an/.
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Let fung be any bounded sequence in D. For some x0 2D, let fxng be Mann iterat-
ive scheme with errors defined by (1.4). Then fxng converges strongly to the unique
fixed point q of T .
Proof. Since T WD!D is a generalized Lipschitz ˚ -hemi-contractive mapping,
then
T x Tq;J.x q/ > kx qk2 ˚.kx qk/
and
kT x Tyk  L.1Ckx yk/
hold for any x;y 2E;q 2 F.T /. The rest follows as in Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. In Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, the condition ˙1nD0cn <1 of the it-
eration parameter fcng is replaced by cn D o.an/, and these two conditions are not
included each other (See above Counterexample). Up to now, it is unknown whether
the results of Chidume et al. [2] hold for the condition ˙1nD0cn <1. Hence our
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 improve Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 of [2], respect-
ively.
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